APPENDIX B

IMMIGRATION RAIDS - KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
In any encounter with ICE:
1.

If you are arrested by ICE, YOU MUST ONLY TELL YOUR LEGAL NAME. Be sure NOT to give any
other information. Everything you tell them can be used against you before the court.

2.

DO NOT RESIST THE ARREST. Even if ICE is holding you unfairly, do not resist arrest.

3.

DO NOT LIE OR SHOW FALSE DOCUMENTS. Lying to ICE in any instance will complicate your im-

4.

DO NOT SIGN. ICE agents can tell you that you have to sign some documents. That is not true. Do

5.

DOCUMENT WHAT HAPPENED. Ask the names and numbers of the ICE agents' badges. Write and

6.

REPORT WHAT HAPPENED. Call the United We Dream hotline at 1-844-363-1423 and tell them

7.

DEFEND YOURSELF. Even if you have a final deportation order, you can keep fighting to win your

migration case.

not sign anything without consulting a lawyer.

take pictures of everything that happens during the raid.
what happened.

case. Get in touch with your local community organization to discuss ways to fight your deportation and help you find legal advice. Even if your immigration case is complex there are ways to
defend yourself.

I do not wish to speak with you, answer your questions, or sign or hand
you any documents based on my 5th Amendment rights under the United States Constitution.
I do not give you permission to enter my home based on my
4th Amendment rights under the United States Constitution unless
you have a warrant to enter, signed by a judge or magistrate with my
name on it that you slide under the door. I do not give you
permission to search any of my belongings based on my
4th Amendment rights.
I choose to exercise my constitutional rights.
These cards are available to citizens and noncitizens alike.

